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Abstract. We describe two domain oriented design tools that help novice designers make
three-dimensional models that they can build using rapid manufacturing equipment. By
embedding domain and manufacturing knowledge in the software and providing a sketching
interface, novice designers can acquire and practice skills in modeling and manufacturing,
without first having to master complicated CAD tools.

1. From sketching to fabrication: simple design tools for making things
1.1 INTRODUCTION

We want to make it easy for ordinary people, especially children, to design and manufacture
three-dimensional models using planar components as an entrée to learning to design. We believe
that the experience of designing and making things is a powerful vehicle for learning. For many
people, designing and making something can be rewarding and engaging, and, we think, can
motivate more general learning in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Further, we
think that in its own right, designing is an intellectual capacity that, once acquired in one domain,
can be widely applied. Sadly, many people view design as an innate talent for creativity that they
lack. Our project to build light-weight software to engage young people and naïve users in
designing and manufacturing simple 3-D models aims to open the door to design and the rich
universe of learning that design affords.
Three-dimensional physical models are powerful devices that help people see and understand
designs. One can hold a physical model in the hand, take it apart, and reassemble it, perhaps in
different ways. This ability to interact physically with a model and its parts is important, we
think, for thinking about a design; and the experience of designing with 3-D models teaches
spatial skills that designers cannot easily acquire through other means such as drawing or
computer graphics modeling.
Making models in the traditional way demands considerable manual skill and dexterity, for
example cutting wood parts with a razor knife. The advent and adoption of rapid prototyping and
manufacturing (RPM) machinery has made it possible for ordinary designers, students, and even
children, to produce physical artifacts using computational means. Although most RPM hardware
is as simple to use as a printer, the software tools that designers use to produce representations for
output require a great deal of expertise. To produce a 3-D model designers must create a
computer graphic representation. Typically designers do this using powerful general-purpose
CAD modeling tools that impose a significant learning curve. Requiring of professional designers
this degree of sophistication and expertise may be acceptable; however, the tools bar entry to
casual and novice users.

Our approach is to exploit the characteristics of specific design domains to build relatively
simple, special-purpose modeling tools that novices can easily and quickly learn. The
computational design environment can help the designer by building in some of the requirements
of the manufacturing method (e.g,, the method of joining parts and the sizing of joint features) as
well as circumscribe the design domain through the methods and options the tools present.
We describe two projects that explore this territory of easy-to-use domain-oriented tools that
help naïve users design three-dimensional models. Using the Furniture Factory users sketch,
model, and produce a class of furniture models. The Designosaur enables its users to make
models of dinosaurs, both real and imaginary. Both projects enable users to begin by sketching a
design and both employ a laser cutter as the output medium, to cut the model materials from flat
material such as wood or plastic sheets. Both use embedded knowledge about the design domain
and manufacturing process to implicitly help the user make design decisions or add detail to the
model.
Figure 1 shows a store bought model furniture kit. It is packaged as flat panels with pre-cut
parts that can be punched out and assembled into furniture models. A simple joining system (note
the small holes and slots in the laid-out parts in Figure 1) keeps the assembled parts together
without glue or additional hardware. If permanence is desired, the parts can of course be glued
and the model can also be painted. Some of the furniture models are quite cleverly designed. For
example, the cabinet doors in the piece shown below are hinged to open and close. See the small
tabs on the top and bottom of the two door parts (bottom right) that fit into the holes in the
horizontal shelves (bottom middle).

Figure 1. A furniture model kit packaged as flat panels of punch-out parts with notches and tabs for joints.

Figure 2. Dinosaur model made from a kit.

Similar in manufacture to the dollhouse furniture kits are off-the-shelf dinosaur kits. These
consist an assortment of wooden “bones” that can be put together as though it were a puzzle.

(figure 2) It is satisfying to bring form to a three-dimensional creature by putting together bits of
wood. Like the furniture kits, all the parts are planar; they join orthogonally using a paired
notching scheme to make a three-dimensional structure.
As cute (or terrifying) as these models are, a drawback to both these kits (and other off-theshelf wood models) is that you are limited to assembling a figure that someone else has designed.
When you are finished, you have a dinosaur skeleton that looks good sitting on a bookshelf, or a
set of furniture that you can put in your dollhouse.
To be sure, there is some satisfaction to be gained from successfully assembling a model; and
some understanding to be gained in seeing how the flat parts go together to make a 3-D form. Yet
after a few successful attempts, one can begin to think about how a model could be changed:
What if you could create something that might not have ever existed, such as a three-headed
raptor with wings? What if you could design your own cabinet or table, instead of accepting the
stuffy conventional models that popular taste has decreed? In short, with a store-bought model
you are limited to the manual labor of assembling the parts: leaving no room for you to
participate as a designer.
Nothing prevents an enterprising young designer from going to the local art-and-craft supply
store and buying a sheet of basswood, and cutting out a model of his or her own design. However,
the step from purchase and assemble is large: the designer must decide and draw the parts,
determine how they will join, then carefully cut the parts from the sheet. Tolerance errors have
severe consequences; a small mismatch between notch size or position and material thickness
means the model won’t assemble correctly. The process also requires considerable dexterity with
a razor knife, a skill that takes some time to acquire. All these are, of course, part of the process
of designing and manufacturing a wood model in the traditional way. It may be argued that
eliminating these components of the design and manufacturing of wood models “dumbs down”
the process and actually eliminates learning opportunities. On the contrary, we believe that at
least for beginning designers it is important to put the design decision making first, and by
providing scaffolding for decision making and manufacturing, we can draw designers into the
game.
1.2 RELATED WORK

Activity learning theory stresses the importance of doing things to learn (Blust and Bates, 2004).
People are simply more engaged in learning when they act than when information is presented for
their passive consumption. Problem-based learning is a widely cited example, in which teams of
students work together to address real-world problems. The studio model of learning in
architecture and product design depends on hands-on experience for students to acquire
knowledge and skills, with the guidance of an experienced design instructor. Others have argued
that design is a powerful vehicle for learning mathematics, using Escher’s drawings or quilt
pattern design as examples (Shaffer, 1997, Lamberty and Kolodner, 2002).
Our work follows the “constructionist” tradition of mathematician and educator Seymour
Papert and his students and colleagues MIT. In developing the Logo programming language for
children Papert argued that programs children write serve as mathematical ‘objects to think with’
and that their concreteness affords a powerful kind of learning (Papert, 1980). Further work of
Papert’s former students and colleagues (e.g., Mitchel Resnick’s group at MIT) has explored and
extended this idea as computation has moved beyond the inner world of software into the hybrid
world of physically embodied computation (Resnick et al., 1998). (Purists will note that the
recent work is a return to the early days: the first Logo “turtles” were physical robots and early
Logo researchers explored the physical world as well — Jeanne Bamberger’s Tune Blocks for
constructing music and Radia Perlman’s Slot Machine for controlling the motion of a robot turtle
by placing command-cards in a sequence of slots.)

Michael Eisenberg and his group, our collaborators at the University of Colorado, have
explored a variety of computer assisted physical construction and craft activities, beginning with
computational tools for designing and making polyhedra models out of paper (Eisenberg and
Eisenberg, 1997), moving on to mechanical automata toys (Blauvelt et al., 2000) and
electronically embedded quilts and clothing (Buechley et al., 2005).
Recently we have seen an explosion of interest in professional architecture circles and among
architectural educators in “digital fabrication”, the use of rapid prototyping and manufacturing to
produce buildings and models (Kolaravic, 2004, Sass, 2005, Iwamoto, 2004). Neil Gershenfeld
(Gershenfeld, 2005)discusses the more general implications of these technologies in his recent
book, “FAB: The Coming Revolution on Your Desktop--From Personal Computers to Personal
Fabrication”.
Finally, we recognize that the two projects described below are reminiscent of, though much
simpler versions than, the feature-based modeling and design for assembly or design for
manufacturability research prevalent in the late 1980s and 1990s in the AI and Design community
(Dixon et al., 1987, Shah, 1991, Shah and Mantyla, 1996).
2. Furniture Factory
The Furniture Factory program is a proof-of-concept working prototype built to explore how to
help designers construct physical prototypes using rapid prototyping and manufacturing
machines. Furniture Factory provides a sketch-based design interface that a designer can use to
draw furniture in 3D. The design is then displayed in an isometric viewing window where the
designer can view it and edit it. The program then decomposes the 3D model into flat panels that
are displayed in the parts window. The Furniture Factory adds joints where one panel connects to
another according to connection conditions. These added joints enable designers to construct the
physical model easily and quickly. The program then generates HPGL code to cut the furniture
parts on a laser cutter. Designers construct their furniture by assembling the cut parts.
Furniture Factory has four components that share a data structure: Sketch Interface, Geometry
Analyzer, 3D Representation, and Joint Creator. Figure 3 shows the relations of these components
and the information flow among them. After a designer sketches the isometric view of furniture in
the Sketch Interface, Geometry Analyzer analyzes the sketch and computes faces, edges and 3D
coordinates. These computed faces, edges, and their 3D coordinates are stored in the data
structure. 3D Representation creates a 3D model using information extracted from the designer’s
isometric sketch and displays it. The Geometry Analyzer also decomposes the 3D model into 2D
geometries and analyzes the connection conditions. These decomposed geometries are also stored
in Data Structure. Joint Creator adds necessary joints according to the identified connection
conditions.

Figure 3. Components of Furniture Factory

The Furniture Factory user interface employs three windows. The Sketch window displays
freehand sketches the designer draws with a tablet and stylus (Figure 5-a). The 3D window has
two functions: to enable the designer to view the design and to edit its parts. Figure 5-b shows a
3D view of the bookshelf generated from the sketch. These parts can also be moved and rotated.
The Parts window displays the parts and their joints (Figure 9-a). The rest of this section
describes these components and their roles in Furniture Factory.
2.1. SKETCHING INPUT

In Furniture Factory’s freehand sketching environment designers use a stylus and tablet to make
freehand isometric sketches to create 3D models (Figure 5-a). We adopt the axis-aligned planes
approach to building 3-D models from 2-D sketches (Varley et al., 2005). Our simple sketch
interface recognizes three types of lines: horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. Following isometric
conventions each type of line is assigned to one of the Cartesian coordinate axes: horizontal line
to the Y-axis, vertical line to the Z-axis, and diagonal line to the X-axis. Figure 6 illustrates the
relationship between 2D directions of lines and the 3D coordinate axes.

Figure 4. Relationship between three types of lines and 3D Cartesian coordinates.
2.2. 3D REPRESENTATION

Furniture Factory provides the designer with a 3D display window in which the sketched model
converted to 3D data objects is displayed using an OpenGL viewer (Figure 5-b). The 3D
representation displays a 3D model of a sketched artifact. The designer can rotate the model to
visually evaluate the furniture design (Figure 5-b).

Figure 5. Sketching Input and 3D Representation: (a) Sketched isometric model of furniture; (b) 3D
Representation window displays 3D representation

2.3. DATA STRUCTURE

Furniture Factory stores three kinds of data objects: faces, edges, and joints. Figure 6 shows the
objects, their attributes, and their relationships. As the designer makes the sketch drawing, the
Geometry Analyzer generates descriptions of the 3D edges and faces and links them in the data
structure to reflect the configuration of the furniture object.

Figure 6. Objects and relationships: Each 3D representation stores interconnected faces, edges, and joints
2.4. GEOMETRY ANALYZER

Geometry Analyzer performs three functions: analyze the designer’s isometric sketch, decompose
it into basic elements (faces and edges) and determine how the faces and edges connect. First,
Geometry Analyzer takes the isometric wire frame drawing from the Sketch Interface.
Considering the wire frame drawing as a graph in which lines are edges and nodes are vertices of
the 2D drawing, the Geometry Analyzer identifies simple cycles that contain no edges as faces
and assigns them 3D coordinates, using the isometric axis assignment heuristic mentioned above.
Second, the Geometry Analyzer transfers each part elements into 2D coordinates to cut on a laser
cutter. Third, the Geometry Analyzer identifies where and how these faces and edges connect to
each other. The current Geometry Analyzer identifies two kinds of connection conditions: face –
edge and edge – edge. Figure 7 illustrates two connection conditions.

Figure 7. Two Connection Conditions: (a) Face::Edge: one face abuts an edge of another face (b)
Edge::Edge: when one edge forms a corner with an edge of another face.
2.5. JOINT CREATOR

Joint Creator adds joints into the furniture parts according to the identified connection conditions.
Currently the Joint Creator supports two types of joints: (1) mortise-and-tenon joint and (2) finger
joint. When one face connects to one edge of another face, the Joint Creator adds a mortise-andtenon joint. When two faces connect at their edges in a corner, the program adds finger joints.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate connection conditions and joint types.

Figure 8. Connection Conditions and Joint Types: Where a face and an edge connect, Furniture Factory
creates a mortise & tenon joint. Where two edges connect in a corner the program creates a finger joint.
2.6. CUT AND ASSEMBLY

The Furniture Factory then displays the 2-D parts and their newly created joints in the Parts
window. The Furniture Factory labels the faces and edges to help the desigener assemble their
furniture. For example, it labels “TABLE-TOP” on one of faces and it labels “L (left)”, “R
(right)”, “B (bottom)” and “T (top)” on four edges of “TABLE-TOP”. Then Furniture Factory
generates HPGL code to cut the furniture parts on a laser cutter ready to assemble. Figure 9
shows the drawings of parts, the cut panels and assembled furniture.

Figure 9. Drawing and Parts on a Laser Cutter and Assembled Furniture: (a) Cut Drawing is composed by
labelled parts and joints (b) The user assembles these parts and construct physical furniture model.

3. The Designosaur
3.1 SKETCHING BONES

The Designosaur is a simple modeling program that empowers people to create their own models
of dinosaurs or dinosaur-like skeletons. A Designosaur creature is assembled out of pieces of thin
wood, plastic, foam, or other material. The pieces fasten together using a notching system with
identical notches; pieces slide together in ‘X’ fashion such that their planes are orthogonal. Figure
10 shows a dinosaur leg bone sketched freehand in the Designosaur modeling program.

Figure 10. A dinosaur leg bone sketched in the Designosaur modeling program.
3.2 BONES ARE CONNECTED BY NOTCHES

In the current Designosaur version, designers draw individual bones and indicate where other
bones attach by specifying notch points. A notch is a joint that connects exactly two bones. Notch
parameters (width and depth) are provided later on, when the designer is ready to produce a
physical model on the laser cutter. For this reason, notches are displayed only as thin markers. In
figure 11-a, the designer has drawn a vertebra bone, and inserted a notch along the bottom
surface. The notch symbol points inward, indicating the direction of the cut. Figure 11-b shows
the notch detailed with width and depth appropriate for the chosen material, ready to print in an
HPGL file.

Figure 11-a: Using the Designosaur’s Bone Editor
to create a vertebra. A thin line marks the location
of the notch.

Figure 11-b: The same vertebra rendered in HPGL
for cutting. The notch has been assigned a width and
depth according to the chosen material.

If a notch knows which two bones it joins together, we can use this information to assemble a
list of bones for printing, and also to construct a 3-D graphics model of the skeleton. The designer
can identify the mating parts (by selecting from a menu of already-known parts) when notching a

bone, or later in the process if the mating bone part has not yet been designed.. The label appears
as soon as the mating information has been added. Figure 14-b shows a sketched dinosaur spine,
with five notches. One notch is labelled “head connector” and the other four are labeled
“vertebra”. The label next to each notch indicates the name of the mating part that the notch will
join in the assembled model. Similarly, Figure 14-c shows a symmetric vertebra with a notch
labeled to show that the vertebra connects to the front spine bone
3.3 SYMMETRY / MIRROR MODE

Many bones are symmetric, so the Designosaur supports symmetry in bone design by providing a
'mirror mode'. When the designer enters mirror mode, a vertical line is positioned down the center
of the drawing area. All the designer’s strokes are duplicated on the opposite side of this mirror
line. This helps with making bones such as ribs or vertebrae. The hip bone in Figure 12 was
sketched in mirror mode.

Figure 12. A front leg connector (hip), drawn using the mirror mode.
.3.4 CONNECTION LINKS

The connection information that the designer provides by labeling notches with their mating parts
enables the Designosaur program to construct a graph data structure that represents the
connectivity of the bones in the model (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Overall structure of a dinosaur model

3.5 NOTCH REGIONS

A dinosaur spine generally has a number of attached vertebra and ribs. In order to help evenly
distribute notch points for attaching these bones to the spine, the designer can specify 'notch
regions'. The designer indicates how many notches to place along a given path, and the
Designosaur automatically (e.g., parametrically) distributes the attachment points with even
spacing. Figure 14-b shows a spine to which the designer has applied four notches using a
parameterised notch region.

Figure 14. Three bones and their relationships (shown by labelled notches), (a) skull, with spine connector;
(b) spine with four vertebrae notches and a notch for skull; (c) symmetric vertebra with notch for spine.
3.6 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Designosaur interprets sketch input, storing each stroke as custom point objects in a bidirectional linked list. The linked list structure provides a convenient method for traversing each
stroke forwards or backwards. The custom point objects store location as well as notch data and
they provide methods to get information about the stroke at that point, such as curvature or
distance along the line to another point.
When the designer positions a notch, the point closest to the indicated location is flagged as
having a notch that extends inward from the bone edge at that point. A notch is always normal to
the edge. As there are two possible orthogonal directions to the stroke at any point, direction is
disambiguated by specifying a ‘left handed’ or ‘right handed’ normal vector. If the designer later
edits the surface of the bone and moves the notch point, the left- or right-handedness remains
constant, and the notch moves along with the stroke in an intuitive manner.
3.7 MANUFACTURING

After the bones and their connections have been designed, it is time to print the dinosaur using a
laser cutter. The width of notches depends on the material of manufacture. For example, we have
experimentally determined that 4mm-thick foam core media (a rigid art material consisting of a
sandwich of foam between two paper faces) requires a notch that is 18 pixels wide on-screen.
When printing bones, the Designosaur asks how thick the material is and uses that number to
“notchify” (add notches to) the shape.

Figure 15. Physical dinosaur parts: The foam core sheet from which the pieces are cut sitting on top of the
laser cutter. <elow, unassembled dinosaur bones.

After the bones ha-e been notchified1 the 2esignosaur generates an HPG8 file that specifies
points for the laser cutter to begin1 where to mo-e1 and where to stop cutting. Figure 15 shows
the cut pieces on the laser cutter. We ha-e found that spongy media such as foam core works
better than rigid media such as wood because the pieces tend to adhere more tightly. Figure 1D
shows these pieces assembled into a dinosaur model made of foam core.

Figure 1?. Made with the Aesignosaur: The authors Bwho are not artistsC created this dinosaur using the
Aesignosaur system and a laser cutter. Compare with store-bought model, figure 2.

4. Discussion & Future Work
4.1 DISCUSSION

We do not intend the Designosaur or the Furniture Factory as general purpose design tools. Both
are limited to constrained domains (furniture and dinosaur models) and an extremely constrained
manufacturing universe: assembling pieces cut from flat material using a small number of
jointing techniques. For beginning designers, we believe that the limited domain and the
constrained manufacturing method offer a design space that is at the same time rich in possibility
yet not overwhelmingly large and complex. Both, of course, are specific instances of a more
general design system in which 2-D parts are assembled using mating joints; this suggests a
future effort to build a meta-modeler (a language for describing design systems) in which one can
specify the Furniture Factory, the Designosaur, or other instances of flat single-material
component assembly systems.
There seems to be a delicate balance between doing all the work for the designer, and making
the designer do all the work. On one hand, if our goal were merely to enable people to produce 3D models, we could (for example) provide a catalog of parameterized designs. A user would
select a desk or a dinosaur, choose some parameters, such as the overall dimensions, and then
print out the model. Although this satisfies the requirement of producing 3-D models, and in our
limited universe it might be sufficient to cover the design space, we feel that this would deny
users an important element of the experience of designing.
On the other hand, a designer could simply draw the model parts directly, using a simple 2-D
drawing tool such as CorelDraw. As the models are all cut from flat material and the files sent to
the laser cutter are 2-D drawing files, this wouldn’t be too difficult, at least in principle. However,
the designer would need to add the jointing details to the parts. Although this is conceptually
simple, it is a tedious task to get the sizes and positions of the joints exactly correct. The Furniture
Factory also provides the user with a 3-D view of the assembled design that would not be
available if the user were just drawing in 2-D.
4.2 EXTENDING THE FURNITURE FACTORY AND DESIGNOSAUR

We plan to add additional jointing conditions to Furniture Factory, which will allow designers
to construct more complex objects than those allowed by the current finger and mortise-and-tenon
joints. A richer vocabulary of joints could also allow the designer to select among alternative
jointing methods: in the current version the program determines the jointing scheme, although the
designer can override the system. We also plan to add an error-checking and critiquing
component, building on our previous design critiquing work (Oh et al., 2004). For example, if the
designer sketches a table with different length legs, the Furniture Factory’s critics could warn the
designer that the table will be unstable. Beyond simple error checking, the Furniture Factory’s
critiquing component could retrieve interesting or relevant cases from a library of stored models.
The current Designosaur provides the ability to draw simple bones, indicate where they fit
together, then generate HPGL code needed to produce the physical output. As with the Furniture
Factory, simple critiquing both about the domain (the dinosaur won’t stand up: move its center of
gravity) and about fabrication would be a valuable addition. Beyond small improvements to the
interface that we expect to identify when we test the system with users beyond graduate students
in our laboratory, we plan to add a 3-D modeling graphics view, similar to that offered in
Furniture Factory. Looking further ahead, we envision a sketch-based system that allows users to
draw the outside shape of a creature and let the system infer the internal skeletal structure. For
example, a drawing of a dinosaur that has a long neck, a fat midsection, a tail, and two nubs for
legs is enough for a shape recognition system to determine the general features of the creature and
make some intelligent guesses about what the designer wants. The size of the ribs, for example,

will conform to the curvature of the belly, so that the ribs in the middle are longer and wider than
those towards the front and hind legs. Individual bones will also be malleable; the designer will
be able to grab the tail and yank it away from the body in order to make it longer, and the
Designosaur will add vertebrae to the spine as necessary. More speculatively, it would be possible
for the designer to add mechanical joints to the dinosaur, test the kinematics in an animation on
the screen, and then print out the parts and assemble a moveable model. One could even imagine
adding electronics and servomotors to the model to make the dinosaur walk on its own. But that is
another story …
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